Mrs. Levi’s Incredible
3rd Grade Class
September 2019
Important Dates:
Sept. 2nd – Labor Day
Sept. 4th – Boosterthon
Kick-off
Sept. 9th – eS2S Meeting
Sept. 13th – Boosterthon
Fun Run!
th
Sept. 18 – Wellness Wed.!
Sept. 20th – Popcorn Friday
Sept. 24th - DAAC Meet at
6 pm at
Central Office
Sept. 26th – Wall of Fame
Sept. 30th – eS2S Meeting

Fun with Me Bags!
Thanks for participating in
this wonderful activity!
Everyone should have
received a picture of their
child presenting.

What is eS2S?
eS2S is a
group of
students who
serve on a
student
government
committee.
Your child
should have
applied.

Boosterthon
2019!
This year, we will
be raising money to
get the Gym
Refreshed. This will
include a mural,
replacing the curtains,
touching up paint, and
some new equipment
additions for P.E.!

Our Social Contract
Our class is working hard to follow our
Social Contract. Here is a copy of it:

When Your Child is Struggling Academically
No matter how hard you try, your child may struggle academically at some point in
his school career. Here are some strategies taken from an article on PBS Kids to
help you both cope when the going gets tough.
•
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•
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Let your kids get frustrated. When kids are having a hard time with homework or a schoolrelated subject, they often explode with anger. And parents wonder “What did I do wrong?”
“You didn’t necessarily do anything,” advises Michael Thompson, Ph.D. “Sometimes when kids
feel misunderstood at school or frustrated by a subject, they get angry or provoke the
parent — as a way of making you feel as helpless or angry as they feel. It’s almost like your
child is saying, ‘would you hold my hopelessness for a while?’ Or ‘I need you to feel what I
am going through, so I am going to make you angry.'”
Take a break. If your child says “I can’t do it!” and throws the pencil down, take a little
break. Maybe she needs to rant and blow off a little steam. Come back in five minutes and
start fresh. (Those five minutes could save you an hour of struggle.) This also gives a child a
chance to “save face” and start over, without even discussing the previous difficulty or
outburst.
Don’t always try to have a rational conversation. When kids get very upset about school, the
upset may get in the way of their being rational. So wait it out instead of arguing or grilling
children about the situation. Once they cool down, you might be able to talk it through.
Let your child make his own mistakes. It’s hard not to correct a child’s homework, but most
teachers ask you not to take over unless your child asks for your help or the teacher
requests it. Teachers generally want to know what the child understands, not what the
parent understands about the material.
Put a time limit on the work. Most teachers will not expect younger kids to work longer
than a half-hour on homework from any particular subject, but ask your teacher for a time
limit. If your child struggles (while actively trying) and exceeds the limit, write the teacher
a note explaining that’s all that could get done.
Contact the school. If homework or a project is turning into a dreaded battle, talk with the
school. Don’t wait for your next conference. It’s obviously time for some new insights and
new strategies.
Help your child learn how to organize himself. This is a life-long skill that can be taught, but
it can be challenging to do so. However you can help your child discover the organizational
tricks that will work for him by sharing some of your own. “It’s very difficult to teach
children to be organized if it is not in their nature (or yours),” says guidance counselor Linda
Lendman, M.S.W. “Encourage your child to label everything. Develop strategies, like the
‘must-do list’ before you leave school (put math book in backpack). Schedule a weekly ‘clean
out the backpack and clean off your desk’ time so papers don’t build up. Be patient, and try
not to place blame.”
Recognize that school work will never be conflict-free. No one ever raised a child without a
homework battle. “There is no conflict-free homework strategy for most kids,” says Michael
Thompson, Ph.D. “At times, kids will find it fun and fascinating. Other times, it may be
something they just have to do, and you have to help them find the structure for getting it
done.”

PBS KIDS, the number one educational media brand for kids, offers children ages 2-8 the opportunity to explore new ideas and new
worlds through television, digital media and community-based programs. PBS KIDS and local stations across the country support the
entire ecosystem in which children learn, including their teachers, parents and community.

September Standards
Math
Use place value understanding and properties of operations to
perform multi-digit arithmetic.
3.NBT.1 Use place value understanding to round whole numbers to
the nearest 10 or 100.
3.NBT.2 Fluently add and subtract within 1000 using strategies and
algorithms based on place value, properties of operations, and/or
the relationship between addition and subtraction. Solve problems
involving measurement and estimation of intervals of time, liquid
volumes, and masses of objects.
3.MD.1 Tell and write time to the nearest minute and measure
time intervals in minutes. Solve word problems involving addition
and subtraction of time intervals in minutes, e.g., by representing
the problem on a number line diagram.
3.MD.2 Measure and estimate liquid volumes and masses of
objects using standard units of grams (g), kilograms (kg), and liters
(l). Add, subtract, multiply, or divide to solve one-step word
problems involving masses or volumes that are given in the same
units, e.g., by using drawings (such as a beaker with a
measurement scale) to represent the problem.

Reading
Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the text as the basis
for the answers.
Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the main idea.
Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a text relevant to a
Grade 3 topic or subject area.
Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text.
Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a text to demonstrate
understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events occur).
Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on the same topic.

Writing
Write informative/explanatory texts to examine a topic and convey ideas and information clearly.
Introduce a topic and group related information together; include illustrations when useful to aiding
comprehension.
Develop the topic with facts, definitions, and details.
Use linking words and phrases (e.g., also, another, and, more, but) to connect ideas within categories of
information.
Provide a concluding statement or section.
Conduct short research projects that build knowledge about a topic.
Recall information from experiences or gather information from print and digital sources; take brief notes on
sources and sort evidence into provided categories.

Communication
Engage effectively in a range of collaborative discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and teacher-led) with
diverse partners on Grade 3 topics and texts, building on others’ ideas and expressing their own clearly.
Come to discussions prepared, having read or studied required material; explicitly draw on that preparation
and other information known about the topic to explore ideas under discussion.

